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New Transformation Timeline Comparison

**Previous Timeline**

- **2014**: Student / Financial Aid (50%)
- **2015**: HR / Finance
- **2016**: Self Service

**Transformation Timeline**

- **2014**: HR
- **2015**: Finance
- **2016**: All Banner
- **2018**: Self Service

**Note**: 20 Months to Completion
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Campus Portal

- August 2014 – Launch of Faculty Communities
- September 2014 – Pending upgrade to Portal 7.2 and purchase of Looking Glass Templates
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Classrooms Upgraded

FY13

- Bolin 304
- Bolin 311
- Bridwell 108
- Ferguson 202
- Ferguson 303
- McCullough 101
- McCullough 107
- McGaha 103
- McGaha 107
- Prothro-Yeager 101
- Prothro-Yeager 103
Classrooms Upgraded

FY14

• Bolin 212
• Bolin 215
• Bridwell 109/110
• Bridwell 305
• Fain B114
• Fain C117
• Prothro-Yeager 100
• Prothro-Yeager 102
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6. **IT Load/Security**
IT Load

- In the last two years
- Major projects in the works
- Projects in the horizon

IT Security

- Sampling of threats blocked pre-emptively
- Multi-layered intrusion/protection environment
- Filtered malicious URL categories
- Rigorous patching regimen